DSM Modelling for digital design using VerilogHDL
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Abstract. In the practice of product design, the efficient control of complexity has increasingly gained importance. The Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) has proved to be a useful tool for analysing system structure and managing structural complexity. In order to provide a deep insight of system structure in designing Verilog HDL source code artefacts for digital system designers and project managers, the paper proposes a DSM modelling method based on the characteristics of the digital system structural modelling with Verilog and the component dependencies relationship. A DSM modelling example is presented. Result shows that with the DSM model, the source code artefacts can be efficiently analyzed.

1. Introduction

Verilog-HDL can be used to model and design a digital system in a form of software programming. How to manage the complexity of source code artefacts is an issue for digital designers. Structural considerations are an established approach to manage complexity [1,2]. A digital system can be decomposed into many sub-systems or modules. Relationships between these modules exist. So system analysis is needed.

The DSM [3,4] is a square matrix to identify the dependencies or relationships between components of a system. Components of a system can be parts in a product, tasks of a project, and departments within an organization to be modelled. An n×n DSM has n elements with identical row and column labels and each entry of the DSM represents a particular kind of relationship, such as information flow, force flow, and so on.

In the example DSM in Fig. 1, elements are represented by the shaded elements along the diagonal. An off-diagonal mark signifies the dependency of one element on another. If element clk sends information to or influences the behaviour of element M2, then the (Row clk, ColumnM2) entry of the DSM contains a mark. Of course, we can also use the binary relations 1 and 0 to represent the relationships between DSM elements. Furthermore, other numerical values can present more detailed information, such as the assessment of importance, rework probabilities, impact of changes, probability of changes, etc. [5]. When a DSM is modelled, it is usually analyzed with clustering algorithms or other algorithms. Through DSMs, valuable insights from the system structure can be derived after examining the interactions within and among the subsystems.

Fig.1 Example DSM
The DSM has been used in many fields, including the software field [5-9]; however, no paper is found to use Dependency Structure Matrices (DSMs) for digital design using Verilog. This paper attempts to introduce the DSM to this field. The focus of the paper is how to model DSMs for Verilog HDL programs from a structural viewpoint without considering technical constraints. A simple analysis of system structure using DSMs is illustrated.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews digital design using Verilog. Section 3 sets up some rules to model the DSM. Section 4 presents an example model. Finally, the paper proposes a conclusion.

2. Structural modelling using Verilog HDL

Digital circuits are composed of interconnected components, such as logic gates and triggers. In most cases of the digital designs, models are used to express the digital circuits and the design work is done using CAD tools. The design using Verilog HDL embodies hierarchical and modular methodology. At every level of a hierarchical design, the efforts focus on the related level, and details of lower hierarchical levels are hidden, thus facilitating the complex design. This methodology helps to reuse the available modules or purchase IP modules. Furthermore, this hierarchical composition makes functional verification easier.

A structural model is composed of 3 kinds of object instances [11]: 1) built-in primitives (and, or, xor, etc); 2) user defined primitives (UDP, such as mux4); and 3) designed modules.

Instantiation refers to the formation of a high-level Verilog module by connecting low-level logic primitives or modules. The instantiated object is called as instance. The structural modelling process is done using instantiation.

A module is a basic unit in Verilog HDL. It describes the function of a logic entity. The function of a module can be described separately, or through other instances of other modules. That is, a structural module can include behaviour statements (such as always), continuous assignment statements (assign), build-in primitives, UDPs and other modules, or a combination of these objects. In this sense, a module describes a structure and behaviour of a hardware block in the form of software. A module includes ports as interfaces to exchange information with external environment. From a systematic and structural viewpoint, ports of a module can stand for this module.

3. DSM modelling for digital designs using Verilog

For a digital system design using Verilog, the source code is a kind of design artefacts. Components of this artefact can be module instances described above or other objects of interest, such as reg variables, wire variables, or always blocks. These components can be considered as elements of a DSM and relationships between these elements are defined by signal interaction or logical dependency.

The DSM modelling procedure consists of three major steps:

Step 1: choose components of digital system according to the hierarchy level.
Step 2: represent these components in a DSM. For a Verilog module instance, its port signal set stands for the module itself as a “macro” DSM element; for a block, a set of variables interacting with the outside of the block represent the block itself as a DSM element; a variable can be directly placed in the DSM.
Step 3: build up relationships between these elements in the DSM. These relationships depend on interface signal interactions or logical dependencies. For example, a variable on the left-hand side of an assignment statement depends on variables on the right-hand side.

4. Example

Fig. 2 shows a portion of FPGA-based functions of a certain control card. There are several instantiated modules:

1) SDAC

M1(.StartDAC(StartSDAC), .DAC_Addr(SDAC_addr), .DAC_Data(SDAC_data), .DAC_Clk(clk_20M), .DAC_SCK(SDAC_sclk), .DAC_SDO(SDAC_sdo),
.DAC_CS(SDAC_cs); // serial DAC module
2) M_PWM M2(Clk(clk),PWM_En(PWM_en),count1(count1),
  .Count2(count2),Q_PWM(pwm)); // PWM module
3) Generator20M M3.clkin(clk), .clkout(clk_20M), .reset(reset));

And there is a finite state machine as a block:
  always @(negedge clk or posedge reset)
  begin
  ...
  End

In addition, there is an assignment statement about nets reset_n and reset:
  assign reset_n = !reset;

Fig.2 System Composition and Module dependency in the example

These three instantiated modules, the finite state machine block and variables reset_n and reset
are chosen as elements for DSM elements. The DSM for these digital system can be obtained, as
shown in Fig. 3. From this model, it is shown that the net reset_n depends on the net reset. The
behaviour of the finite state machine is dependent on the net clk and reset. All these relationships
between elements are obviously signified by marks. If a condensed model is needed, interface
signals for modules or the block can be hidden and only element names and relationships between
these elements are preserved (see Fig. 1). However, many details are lost in this condensed version.

Fig.3 DSM modeling for the system in Fig. 2
A simple analysis of artefact architecture is degree analysis of elements [12]. For example, clk and reset have high out-degrees, so these two elements have more impacts on others while M1 and M2 have no impact on others.

5. Conclusion

DSMs can reveal the relationships between components in a system in a concise way and provide designers with insight into the system. This paper set up some rules about building up DSMs for digital design using Verilog-HDL. With the DSM model, the source code artefacts can be efficiently analyzed.
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